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I really want to give this game a positive review because it's one of the very few halloween themed games in existence. It has a
lot of potential and it looks really cool but there are a lot of things that need to be fixed. First of all some of the enemies take too
many hits to kill and when they come up to you and attack you go flying up in the air and they just circle around you so you just
have to aim down and spam until they're all dead which is pretty annoying, It would be good if there was a difficulty setting to
help with that if there's no other way of changing how the enemies attack. The enemies projectiles go through walls and hit you
almost every time which is a load of crap. Also the mouse moment feels really weird and slow, and you can't look directly up so
it's hard to hit the flying enemies when they're above you. As well as that when you shoot if you're moving in a direction the
bullets swerve whichever way you're moving which is dumb, the aiming is off aswell and most of the time you can't hit the
enemies, maybe its the hitboxes or something but it's very annoying. The gun doesn't sound very good and that could be
improved. The maze game mode isn't very fair cause you don't start out with a weapon so you can't kill anything. The arena
mode is really difficult aswell. Overall it looks really cool but there's a LOT that needs fixing\/improving. Sadly it feels like this
game was made by a child so I doubt this will have any major improvement at all ever.. Great game, but the game goes into not
responding then it claim's that the game crashed, I have to restart the game.. This is the Ace Combat game you've been waiting
an eternity for. I haven't played the entire series but having played 4 and 5 on the Playstation 2, this game manages to capture
everything that made those games great. Story is unfortunately terrible but the gameplay is just so damn good it doesn't matter.
This is definitely not a flight sim and the game is made to be played with a controller but if that doesn't deter you please give it a
shot. It is easily the best arcade flight experience you can have.. Brilliant game exept there are not allot of guides on how to mod
it very well like makeing moons. Child abuse Simulator 10/10. Not so good... but, not so bad :-) 2/5. Very good, beat it in about
an hour
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Bought this game to play with a friend but the coop doesn't work at all and the game is full of bugs, glitches and technical
issues.. WTF is this man, only on level 3 and got stuck about 10 times lol.

Reminds me of boulder dash, be noted however that some people cannot get it to work and the steam forums are dead.

Take a chance on it working and if it dont just get a refund people.. Easy in the beginning when 3 colors.
Can through when the deep blue joins.
Terrible after another 1 color joins.. its a nice game but it isnt really good enough to have to purchase it
is seems like a free to play game. was entertaining for the 20 minutes i could stomach it. If you are prone to motion sickness be
thankful that steam allows refunds. tons of replayability in your futuristic tank...just wish this kind of locomotion didnt make
me want to throw up. PS people should review the game and not the locomotion...if you can stomach it, give it a shot because it
looks like a lot of fun.. This game is example of eye cancer, your eyes will bleed from tron-like graphics set in seizure color
theme, avoid at all cost.. DO NOT BUY! GAME IS DEAD!

Completely wasted potential. I was one of the few who believed in this game and its developer, Lion game Lion. Unfortunately,
after just a couple of updates, the devs went silent, completely. They thought they could get away with using an ancient game
engine (designed primarily for racing games btw) like Payday did, unfortunately, combined with terrible AI, bugs, crashes and
more, it all backfired on them.

. This game is pretty much unplayable on Windows 10. I can only get it to boot like 50% of the time, and even when it does
boot, it is likely to crash within 30 minutes. >_<. The game has a solid bottom where everything is arranged to make a good
horror game, so why stop there? The graphics, sound design and voice actor are OK. You can play the game several times to get
different endings so you can recieve all the achievements, and I might do that myself, but the game length is way too short, and
the environment to play in is very small. It`s not that fun, or an exciting game to play several times. Why, because it`s not much
of gameplay other than pick up some stuff (even that pretty limited). It`s more of a walking simulation game. Nothing wrong
with that, but when it`s not much to explore either you`ll understand that the game lacks engagement and needs to get richer on
basically everything. And it doesn`t really build up to anything, like a horror climax. Yes the atmosphere is tense at times, but
it`s not scary. The game wont let you start to feel the horror on you. In other words it was in the end of the game I started to feel
the horror, and it should have gone way further from there. So what I`m saying is everything seems half finish. The storyline has
also great potential and could have been interesting if you went more in depth with it.. Over all a good game, but i wouldn't
recommend it though. It has very bad voice acting, so if it was just music, it would be better, and the annoying "slurrrp" sound
every time you find blood... the story line was a bit annoying. I am very bad at puzzle games, but i love them, and the puzzles in
this one are fun. i know a lot of people who love puzzle games too, but story, voice acting and more can drive them away. Over
all a good game but not one to enjoy over and over again
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